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Reddam House
A Level and GCSE Results 2021

Dear Reddam House Community,
Dear Reddam Community,
It is never easy saying goodbye, and this is especially the case this year when our Year 13 have been through
so much. They leave us after two years of disruption, not only to their studies but to their whole lives. It is easy
to say that the learning continued apace, and due to the extraordinary resourcefulness and dedication of the
teachers, it most certainly did, but these simple words hide the magnitude of the resilience required of these
young people, their achievements are extraordinary.
For our students who undertook the full two-year A-Level course with us at Reddam we are delighted to say
that this was our best year ever in many metrics. With 52% of all grades at A*and 73% A*/A, with 89% of all
grades at A*/B. For the students that joined us from Kings College St Michaels, we are incredibly proud of you
all. As well as suffering the same disruption as RHB Year 12 students, you added on top of this moving to a
new school and, for most subjects, swapped to different exam boards and syllabus. You should be so pleased
with your results and a special mention to Yasemin (Distinction* AAA), and Mohammad (AAA) who achieved
results which put them in the top scores of students nationally.
I think our Year 11 students had an even harder task to achieve their grades in this way; whilst our A-Levels
focus on only 3 or 4 subjects, many of the Year 11 studied 10 or 11. This is no mean feat even in full time in
school, but to do so whilst working on TEAMS and a mixture of online and face to face is simply phenomenal.
With 17 students achieving 10 or more 7-9 (A/A* equivalent) and 3 achieving 11 Level 9s, clearly our students
did not reduce their ambitions because of the pandemic. You move onto some exciting courses for what is a
time of transition for you. The additional freedoms of Sixth Form come with additional responsibilities too, but
this is a time of preparation for university so you will be enjoying a different relationship with teachers and a
growing independence which I know you will enjoy. Keep up the reading over the summer, and best of luck
with the start of your A-Level studies.
Year 13 - you are at the end of this journey and are going off to some superb universities. Although it seems
from the list that you could potentially have an RHB hall of residence in Exeter, there are many other places
which will be enjoying your company, Durham, Warwick, Loughborough, Bristol, Bath and Manchester to
name but a few, with a diverse range of courses too. We were also delighted to have one of our Oxbridge
candidates successfully navigate the rigorous entrance testing, interviews and finally getting the A-Level
grades; a massive congratulations to Isabella D who will be studying Law at Oxford next year, a well-deserved
outcome for you.
So, all that is left to do is to bid a final farewell to our Year 13, you go with fond memories and best wishes for
a successful next stage. Do keep in touch, we are always so pleased to hear how well you are doing.
Warmest wishes,

Tammy Howard
Principal
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Celebrating with Year 11 and 13
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A-Level Honour Roll
We are delighted to congratulate our students who have a place on our Honour Roll for the
Academic year 2020/21. All these wonderful students achieved at least one A or A* in their A-level
studies and deserve our congratulations for their excellent work and effort over the past two years.
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Well done from us all.
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Business Studies & Economics
This department continues to go from strength to strength and this year, with the welcome addition of Mr
Edmonds to the team, it is no surprise that many of our students have chosen to continue their studies in the
subject area at top UK and international universities including Bristol, Exeter, and Manchester. The excellent
departmental results continued this year, with 83% achieving A* or A in Business and 64% achieving A*-B in
Economics.
Business students produced outstanding performances, with 77% gaining the top grade despite the
pandemic making Teams assignments the norm during Summer 2020. Huge congratulations for their A*s to
Amy (who completed the course completely independently) and to Lia, Katie, Eben, Reuben, Josh, and to
Harry Bl who achieved the double, achieving an A* in Economics too. We were blown away by Runako and
Yasemin who caught up with the course in a year to also achieve A*s. Both students also went on to achieve
As in Economics, showing outstanding ambition and commitment to success. In Economics, Harry Br and
Harriett also achieved A* grades and big congratulations go to Harrison for securing an A.
The department was no less successful at GCSE. This included expanding our offering to Economics for a
small number of students, who achieved 57% 7-9 grades (A-A*). Congratulations to Rea, Sergey,
Mohammad Ali, and Eva for achieving these top grades, as well as a special congratulations to Eva for
achieving a 9 in both Business and Economics. In Business, our congratulations to the 54% of students who
achieved 8/9 (A*s): Oliver B, Gregory D, Thomas F, Freddie, Abi, Becky G, Mariyah, Leo, Tanya, Maria,
Kyan, Georgia, Natasha, Josh, Shay, George, Michelle, Tony, Ollie R-J and Alger. Miss Fleming is looking
forward to seeing many of you continuing your studies next year with her.

Humanities
Humanities subjects have had a superb set of results in both GCSE and A-level this year and continue to go
from strength to strength both in popularity and in achievement. This year’s results were fantastic with 100%
pass rate A* to B for History.
Geography gained 4 students at the beginning of Year 13 from King’s College St Michael’s, and I have been
so impressed with these students' determination to catch up and make sure their time at Reddam House was
a success. Of merit was Yasemin who, despite missing more face-to-face lessons than others, still managed
to achieve an A. Well done to Amy and Andrea also achieved an A. Overall 66% of students achieves A*- B
which was very pleasing given the difficult period of their A levels.
Congratulations to Abigail, Harry, Ava, Isabella, George, and Harrison for their A*/A in History.
Setting a great foundation for further studies at A-level the Year 11 are celebrating some fantastic results with
8/9 in History for George, Gregory, Georgina, Thomas, Becky, Clara, Matthew, Anna, Frederica, Mariyah,
Tamela, Georgia, Megan, and Alexander.
At GCSE Geography was incredibly successful, with 58% achieving grades 8/9. This was only possible with
the amazing attitude and determination that was shown, and their grit to get through all the extra assessments
with good grace. Well done, you should be so proud of yourselves. Special mention should go to Oliver RJ,
Greg, Georgina, Thomas, Abi, Becky, Tanya, Oliver B, Maria, Kyan, Georgia, Natasha, Josh, Megan, and
Alexander.
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Mathematics and Computer Science
2021 has been an eventful but year for all we cannot be prouder of taking this journey with the Year 13’s and
11’s. We have shared many positive experiences and they have been a pleasure to teach.
We have a strong cohort of students taking A-Level mathematics this year and this has been reflected in our
results. We had an additional 7 students join in Year 13 from KCSM, and we appreciated their dedication
and determination with keeping up with the demands of the course. Overall, we achieved 100% pass in
Mathematics with 62% achieving A/A*.
Congratulation to Terezia, Miljana, Chenyu, Tongtong, Andra, Harriett, Mila, Jack, Andrea, Jiaqi, Chuxuan,
Muhammad and Amirali for achieving A/A*.
The A-level Further Mathematics class have really enjoyed our time together this year. The perseverance
that this group showed throughout lockdown is second to none. Overall, we had 100% A* - B with 80% A/A*,
which shows the Mathematical strength of the group. Congratulation to Jack, Chenyu, Muhammad and
Andrea for Achieving A/A* and also to Mila and Jiaqi who decided that at the beginning of the year to start
the AS Further Mathematics course. Even though they were not able to attend every lesson due to clashes
with their other A-level course, they both achieved the highest grade of an A.
This year group have always been a pleasure to teach and have shown dedication thorough out their time
here at Reddam. They have finished their GCSE course in fine style achieving some very good results.
Overall, we had 100% pass with 48% 8/9 and 78% 9 – 6.
Congratulations to Benjy, Kwun, Gregory, Georgina, Pinnuo, Thomas, Junyu, Mariyah, Kairui, Ziyun, Xingyu,
Penghe, Clara, Tamela, Kyan, Natasha, Joshua, Chenyang, Megan, Alex, George, Abigail, Rebecca, Tanya,
Oliver, Maria, Matthew, Eva, Ethan, Daniel and Georgia for all achieving 8/9.
This year two students had the opportunity to complete the Further Mathematics course at GCSE level. They
did the work in their own time with the support of the teachers in the Mathematics department. It was very
difficult for them, but they were quite dedication to their progress. Congratulation to Chenyang for achieved a
grade 9.
Well done to all!

Science
It has been indeed a pleasure teaching so many committed and talented students in the A level and GCSE
sciences this year and we are thrilled with the increase in numbers opting to do one or more A levels in the
Sciences.
Congratulations to Katie, Abi, Ava, Amy and Terezia in A level Biology, Mila, Jiaqi, Harriett, Amir, Miljana and
Terezia in A level Chemistry and Muhammad, Mila, Jack, and Jiaqi in A level Physics for their A*/A grades.
Continuing their 100% pass rate at GCSE we were delighted to celebrate Level 8/9 grades for so many
students. Well done to Ollie, Freddie, Azura and Alex for their Biology; Mohammad, Michelle, Tony, Azura,
and Mariyah for their Chemistry; and Leo, Eva, Anushay, Olly, Alex, Ethan, Freddie, Michelle, Pinnuo, Benjy
and Tony for their Physics. A huge well done also to Greg, Georgina, Tom, Abi, Becky, Leo, Clara, Tammy,
Tanya, Maria, Kyan, Georgia, Natasha, Josh, Alger, and Megan who all achieved Level 8/9s across all three
sciences.
No less of an achievement is our Level 8/9 grades in Combined Science; we are very proud of
Rebecca for her results here.
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English and Media Studies
The English & Media Department are very proud of all their students, and the hard-work, determination and
dedication that has gone into their studies both virtually and in the classroom over the last two years. Students
have embraced all opportunities, been active in their learning and been an absolute joy to teach. All have
strived towards personal bests in a very challenging and unique context. Congratulations to all!
At A Level, special mention goes to Harry as he leaves to study English Literature with an A*, Issie as she
leaves to study Law with an A, and Izzy as she leaves to study Pharmacy with a B grade. Well done, and
good luck to all our students in your next adventures!
At GCSE, we are thrilled to recognise that 58% of our cohort achieved Level 7-9 in English Language, and
53% of our cohort achieved Level 7-9 in English Literature, with 100% of our students passing. We also
extend warmest congratulations to those within our international cohort who achieved superb scores in their
English as a Second Language iGCSE, with 43% achieving Level 7-9. Many of these students, including Eva
who achieved a Level 9, completed the course in a year, which was a fantastic achievement. Special mention
goes to Ali, Eva, Mohammadali, Leo, Rea, and Aum for their high scores.
Within GCSE English Language & Literature, special mention goes to Gregory, Georgina, Thomas, Mariyah,
Clara, Tamela, Kyan, Georgia, Natasha, Megan, Alex, Anna, Maria, Tanya, Rebecca, Leo, Ethan, Becky,
Abigail, Freddie, George for their Level 8-9 achievements in English Language, and Gregory, Georgina,
Thomas F, Clara, Tamela, Kyan, Georgia, Natasha, Megan, Alex, Becky, Mariyah, Leo, Rebecca, Tanya,
Maria and Anna for their Level 8-9 achievements in English Literature. We are delighted so many of our
students are seeking to continue studying English at A Level and hope your love of Literature lives on as we
delve deeper into writers and genres - exploring new areas, time periods and worlds!
There is also much to celebrate in our Media Studies cohort with 73% of our students achieving Level 7-9 at
GCSE. Students showed great creativity, critical flair and interest throughout the course and it would seem
careers in the Media industry will be beckoning many of those who have sought this initial insight. Special
mention goes to Anna, Anushay, Rebecca, Jayden, Freddie & George for their exceptionally high scores.
Good luck to all as you dive into your next set of goals and challenges!

Modern Foreign Languages
With our global connections in the Inspired Group and the international diversity in our community, the
Modern Foreign Language department is a showcase for our students’ strong communication and
international outlook. We were extremely proud of the overall performance in the A-Level examinations and
would like to celebrate the A*/As at A-level for Rocio, Alessia and Ava in Spanish.
No less exciting were the great results at GCSE with Level 8/9s in French for Leo, Tanya, and Natasha, and
in Spanish for Greg, Thomas, Becky, Eva, Kyan and Megan. The department has been so impressed with all
the pupils hard work and it has been a real pleasure to teach them all.
A special mention must go to Georgina, Clara and Maria who all achieved Level 9 in both French and
Spanish, a fantastic achievement and one that puts them in a great position to continue their study of
languages at A Level.
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GCSE Honour Roll
Our GCSE Honour Roll for the Academic year 2019/20 represents the culmination of two years of hard work
for the Year 11 students. All students on the roll have achieved at least one 8 or 9 (A* equivalent) at GCSE.
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Performing and Expressive Arts
We were so excited to be able to get back on stage with an audience starting with the GCSE Dance
Showcase and closely followed by the GCSE Drama exams. It was lovely to be able to share the excellent
performances with students and their families for each of the Prize Giving ceremonies and this really
highlighted the diversity of the talent within the school.
The Music Department continued to grow in strength despite the restrictions with online learning. Excellent
submissions were given in both Performance and Composition for GCSE and A-Level students. They should
all be commended for their commitment and determination and following their creative dreams. Special
mention to Isabella and Michael for achieving A*’s in their A Level Music and Music Technology overall marks.
Well done and well deserved! We look forward to hearing more from Michael through the airwaves!
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A high standard of work was achieved by the GCSE music students, with 75% of the class obtaining 8 and 9
level grades overall. Some excellent submissions for Compositions showing individuality and talent, as well as
some highly commendable progress and attainment in the Performance module.
Although a smaller department, the Art Department was delighted to see two students (Mariyah and Megan)
achieve level 8s.
Drama GCSE is always a popular subject and achieved some excellent results with over 50% Level 8/9
grades. Well done to Benjy, Clara, Tammy, Natasha, Anna, and Megan for achieving the top scores.
Finally, congratulations to Abi, Maria and Alex who have contributed so much to assemblies, shows,
competitions and other performances all earned a well-deserved 9 grade in your GCSE Dance.

Sports
Sport plays a huge part in our school life, and we are thrilled to have seen several students over the past few
years enter their chosen courses in Sports Science related fields. Congratulations to Katie and Ava for their
A* in Sports A-level, a great foundation for your future studies.
For GCSE Sports the students must undertake both rigorous theory and high-quality practical work, we were
delighted to see Oly, Georgina, Mohammadali, Clara, Tanya, Ollie, Matthew, Kyan, Josh, and Anushay
achieve their Level 8/9s, a worthy reward for some excellent efforts both on and off the pitch.

Extended Project Qualification
Results from one of the most interesting subject offerings which is our EPQ. This half A-level course sees
students managing their time, utilising research, and essay skills plus giving a lecture with Q and A to follow. It
is most certainly not a course for the faint hearted so huge congratulations to both Harrys, Harrison, and Abi
for their A*/A results.

Reddam House GCSE Top Achievers 2021
The GCSEs were strong this year, with over a third of the cohort gaining eight or more 7 to 9s
(equivalent to A*/A).
The following students qualified for 10 or more grade 7 to 9s (A/A*) which is an extraordinary
achievement.

George B

Leo Li

Kyan

Gregory

Clara

Georgia

Georgina

Tammy

Natasha

Thomas

Tanya

Josh

Abigail

Maria

Megan

Becky

Alex
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Reddam House A Level Top Achievers 2020
Finally to our last awards, many A* to A results made it a close contest and the following students qualifying
as the Top Achiever (DUX) and runners up for 2021. As can be seen, this year the top spot was awarded to
a number of students, all of whom received 3 A* and the top grade in either an AS or EPQ. Superb results
that will stand them in good stead for success at university.

Third Place with 2 A*s and 2As
Ava
Second Place with 3 A*s
Katie
Miljana
Jack
Dux Scholars with 3 A*s plus an A* EPQ
or A in an AS
Harry Br
Harriett
Jiaqi
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